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Conclusions

Parts II, III, and IV of this book have explored the themes of language, learning, and evolution in some detail. In this concluding chapter, we take stock of the situation, assess the progress made so far, and outline important directions for future understanding.

Recall the essential logic of the argument presented here. There are three main observations.

1. Language is composed of units such as distinctive features, phonemes, syllables, morphemes, phrases, and so on. In any particular linguistic system, these have systematic relationships with each other. These relationships may be given a formal characterization (algebraic or statistical). Thus linguistic knowledge and behavior is usefully captured by an underlying computational system (grammar).

2. At any time $t$ there may be variation among the linguistic systems of different mature speakers in the population. This is the synchronic variation (across space) at time $t$.

3. Learning is the process by which language is transmitted to new speakers — children and others who enter the population by birth or recent migration. This gives rise to evolutionary dynamics at the population level. Thus, we relate learning at the individual level to change and evolution in the linguistic characteristics of the population over generational time.

It is difficult to reason about the relationship between (1), (2), and (3) by verbal arguments alone. For this reason, a number of computational and mathematical models were considered. We do not posit any single model of language evolution. Rather, our goal here has been to lay the foundations for a framework within which a number of different models may be constructed.
14.1 A Summary of the Major Insights

Let us now review our major results to highlight some of the important insights we have obtained. It is worthwhile to emphasize that many of these insights are only obtained by the construction of a mathematical model that brings questions and issues into sharper focus than before.

14.1.1 Learning and Evolution

Learning at the individual level and evolution at the population level are related. Furthermore, we see that different learning algorithms may have different evolutionary consequences. Thus every theory of language acquisition also makes predictions about the nature of language change. Such theories may therefore be tested not only against developmental psycholinguistic data but also against historical and evolutionary data.

Over the course of this book, we have explored many different learning algorithms and worked out their evolutionary consequences. In Chapter 5, we developed a basic understanding of two different linguistic systems in competition with each other. Three learning algorithms were studied. A memoryless learner (the TLA), a batch learner, and an asymmetric cue based learner. These three had different evolutionary dynamics. Not only were the precise equations for the dynamical system different, their qualitative behaviors were also different. The memoryless learner gave rise to a single stable attractor to which the population converged from all initial conditions. The batch learner gave rise to a bistable situation with two stable attractors. The cue based learner had two different regimes — one with a single stable attractor and one with two stable attractors. Each of these three learning algorithms satisfies the learnability criterion. In a homogeneous setting with a single target grammar, the learning algorithm identifies the target in the limit as the data goes to infinity. Yet, they have different evolutionary properties.

This theme repeated itself across many chapters. In Chapter 7 on Portuguese, three different algorithms were studied. These were the Galves Batch Algorithm, the Batch Subset Algorithm, and the Online Learning Algorithm (TLA). Different evolutionary dynamics were obtained. In Chapter 8 on Chinese, four different cases were examined. We see that there is a
difference depending upon whether learners make a categorical decision or a blending decision in phonetic/phonological acquisition.

We have also seen the role of critical age periods (the maturation parameter) in learning and evolution. If the learning stops and the mature language crystallizes after a number \( n \) of examples have been received, we see that the evolutionary dynamics are characterized by degree \( n \) polynomial maps. These polynomial maps were encountered in a number of different settings in Chapters 5, 6, 7, 8, and 13. Although such high degree polynomial maps may have complicated behavior in general, in the particular case of language, they operate in bounded parameter regimes. Thus, though bifurcations typically arise, chaos typically does not. In particular, we see that there is a qualitative difference in evolutionary behavior between small \( n \) and large \( n \) settings. In Chapter 12, we uncovered a similar relationship between evolvability and learning fidelity. Learning fidelity is a measure of how well the learner learns a potential target language and this is naturally related to the amount of linguistic data it receives over the learning period. Thus, a change in the developmental lifecycle of proto-humans (so that a longer "gestation" period was available for language learning) could result in a qualitatively different evolutionary pattern for the emergence of communal languages.

Finally, we see the differences between learning algorithms that learn from the input provided by a single individual (parent, teacher, or caretaker) versus algorithms that learn from the input provided by the community at large. This theme was explored in Chapter 8 (Chinese), Chapter 9 (models of cultural evolution) and most interestingly in Chapters 12 and 13. We comment on the findings of Chapters 12 and 13 shortly.

Throughout, we have considered examples of language change to ground our abstract discussion in linguistic reality and to provide some sense to the reader as to how linguistic data may be engaged using the approaches described here. To this effect, we discussed phonological changes in Chinese and Portuguese and syntactic change in French and English. An assortment of other changes are scattered across the book to motivate the discussion.

Much of learning theory in language acquisition is developed in the context of the classical Chomskyan idealization of an "ideal speaker/hearer in a homogeneous linguistic environment". As a result one typically assumes that there is a target grammar which the learner tries to reach. This book has dropped the homogeneous assumption and concentrated on analyzing the implications of learning theory in a heterogeneous population with linguistic variation. Learning theory has not been systematically developed in such a context before.
14.1.2 Bifurcations in the History of Language

A major insight that emerges from the analytic treatment pursued over the preceding chapters has to do with the existence of bifurcations (phase transitions) in the dynamics of language evolution. These bifurcations may be viewed as appropriate explanatory constructs to account for major transitions in language. Throughout this book, we have derived the dynamics of linguistic populations under a variety of assumptions. Again and again, we notice that (a) the dynamics is typically non-linear (b) there are bifurcations and these may be interpretable in linguistic terms as the change of language from one seemingly stable mode to another. We have encountered numerous such examples of bifurcations in this book.

In Chapter 5, we considered models with two languages in competition. For a TLA based learner for learning in the P&P model, we noted that the equilibrium state depended upon the relationship of $a$ with $b$ where $a$ and $b$ are the frequencies with which ambiguous forms are generated by speakers of each of the two languages in question. If $a = b$, then no evolutionary change is possible. If $a < b$, then one of the two languages is stable, the other is unstable. For $a > b$ the reverse is true. We thus saw that it was possible for a language to go from a stable to an unstable state because of a change in the frequencies with which expressions are produced. In a cue based model of learning, also discussed in that chapter, we saw that there was a bifurcation from a regime with two stable equilibria to one with only a single stable equilibrium as $k$ (the number of learning samples) and $p$ (the cue frequency) varied as a function of each other. For models inspired by change in European Portuguese or those inspired by phonological change in Chinese, similar bifurcations arose. In Chapters 12 and 13 we studied the emergence of grammatical coherence. We saw that there was a bifurcation point below which the only stable solution was the uniform solution where all languages are equally represented in the population. Above this bifurcation point, one-language solutions were seen to emerge. These correspond to coherent states where the entire population has converged to the same language. This bifurcation point was related to the learning fidelity of individual learners.

These results provide some understanding of how a major transition in the linguistic behavior of a community may come about as a result of a minor drift in usage frequencies provided those usage frequencies cross a critical threshold. The usage frequencies may drift from one generation to the next but the underlying linguistic systems may remain stable. But if these usage frequencies cross a threshold, then rapid change may come about. Thus
14.1. A SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR INSIGHTS

a novel solution to the actuation problem (the problem of what initiates language change) is posited.

14.1.3 Natural Selection and the Emergence of Language

In part IV of this book, we shed some light on the complex nature of the relationship between communicative efficiency and fitness, social connectivity, learnability, and the emergence of shared linguistic systems. For example, we study the emergence of grammatical coherence, i.e., a shared language of the community in the absence of any centralized agent that enforces such coherence. Two different models are considered in Chapters 12 and 13. In one, children learn from their parents alone. In the other, they learn from the entire community at large. In both models, it is found that coherence emerges only if the learning fidelity is high, i.e., for every possible target grammar $g$, the learner will learn it with high confidence (with probability $> \gamma$). In the light of the discussion on learnability, we see that the complexity of the class of possible grammars $\mathcal{H}$, the size of the learning set $n$, and the confidence $\gamma$ are all related. For a fixed $n$, if $\gamma$ is to be large, then $\mathcal{H}$ must be small. Thus in addition to the traditional learning theoretic considerations, we see that there may be evolutionary constraints on the complexity of $\mathcal{H}$ — the class of Universal Grammar. In order to stably maintain a shared language in a community, the class of possible languages must be restricted, something like Universal Grammar must be true.

A second insight emerges from considering the difference in the two models of Chapters 12 and 13. We see that if one learns from parents alone, then natural selection based on communicative fitness is necessary for the emergence of a shared linguistic system. On the other hand, if one learns from the community at large, then natural selection is not necessary. Now in human societies, the social connectivity pattern ensures that each individual child receives linguistic input from multiple people in the community. In such societies, it is therefore not necessary to postulate mechanisms of natural selection for the emergence of language. On the other hand, in those kinds of animal societies where learning occurs in the "nesting phase" with input primarily from one teacher, one may need to invoke considerations of natural selection. This is the case for some bird song communities, for example.
14.2 Future Directions

It is clear that a number of simplifying idealizations needed to be made to obtain the results and insights discussed above. There are a number of issues that are still poorly understood and a number of directions to take the models towards greater realism. We discuss these below.

1. In the models we have considered there have usually been two different settings. Either children learn from equal exposure to all members in the population (most of the models in this book) or children learn from individual members alone (parents or randomly selected teachers as in Chapter 12). In many cases of interest, there is a more complicated social structure that is best expressed as a network of influences on the learning child. In that case, the population ought to be modeled as a graph where each node of the graph denotes a location or individual and the edges denote the influences that individuals (locations) have on each other. In this book, we have essentially considered complete graphs and degenerate graphs where there are no edges at all. Dynamics when the graph is locally connected were briefly explored in Chapter 10 and then again in Chapter 13, but much more remains to be done. A better understanding is ultimately required of the effect that network topology has on the dynamics of language evolution. This direction will tie together the recent interest in social networks (see, for example, Strogatz, 2003 or Newman et al, 2003) with our interest in language evolution.

2. Two other aspects of the population structure were briefly examined in Chapter 10. One is related to the fact that population sizes are finite. This results in a stochastic process rather than a dynamical system and the relationship between the stationary distribution of this process and the attractors of the dynamical system need to be better understood. In particular, how do the bifurcations that occur in the dynamical systems manifest themselves in the corresponding processes? A second is related to the fact that most of the models have assumed a generational structure that is blocked into discrete generations with dependence only between successive generations. It is of interest to know the effect of more complicated generation structures on learning and evolution.

3. In much of our analysis, we have assumed that the grammatical system
of a human may be characterized by a single computational system (in the sense of Church-Turing). This corresponds to a speaker-hearer being monolingual in the traditional sense of generative linguistics. In the presence of variation, children might become effectively bilingual (multilingual). The effect of this was briefly studied in a few chapters. For example, in Chapter 8 on phonological change in Chinese, we considered both bilingual and monolingual models of learning and observed that they could have different evolutionary consequences. Again, in Chapter 10, some preliminary models of bilingual learning were discussed.

4. Closely related to the previous point is the relationship between first and second language learning and their relative effects on language change. In the models of this book, we have never made a distinction between these two possibly different modes of learning, their interrelationships and their evolutionary consequences. One can consider learning models with two learning phases corresponding to the acquisition of a native language and its characteristics followed by a later period of second language acquisition. Such models would have particular relevance to the analysis of the linguistic adaptation of immigrants in a new society.

5. The general framework presented here makes no commitment to details of linguistic theory or learning theory. Every choice of \( \mathcal{H} \) — the class of human grammatical systems and \( \mathcal{A} \) — the learning algorithm used by children would give rise to a potentially different population dynamics. Many of the examples were worked out for grammars in the Principles and Parameters tradition of grammatical theory and appropriate learning algorithms in that context. It is possible to provide an analogous development where the entire analysis is carried out within an alternative framework such as Optimality Theory. We leave such alternative analyses to future work.

6. The role of fitness and natural selection is poorly understood at present. We presented an analysis in Chapters 11 and 12 but many problems remain. First off, what is the sense in which knowing a language confers fitness upon the individual that knows it? The particular characterization of communicative efficiency as a proxy for fitness is motivated heavily by an information-theoretic view of language that views the primary purpose of language to be communication. But it may well
be that communicative ability is an accidental side-effect of linguistic competence. It may be that the true function of language is that it confers the ability for thought and reasoning. In that case, communicative success might have little to do with language and the evolutionary pressures would be very different from those developed here. An empirical study of the structure of lexical items already suggests that in the narrow sense of communicative efficiency developed in this book, languages do not seem to be optimized for communication. However, much more remains to be done here.

7. In this book, we have failed to provide any genuine insight into the evolution of novel structures. Much of our analysis has focused on the competition between existing structures. We have always assumed a preexisting class \( \mathcal{H} \) of possible communication systems and this determines the state space of the dynamical system. The sense in which novelty arises in our framework is the following. One may consider initial conditions of the population that are in some region of the state space where there are many unattested communication systems. Now the dynamical process might unfold in such a way that previously unattested systems might come into existence. We have seen how bifurcations may provide a mechanism for this. However, these unattested systems were possible by construction of the evolutionary process itself. In contrast, one might ask — how does one formulate an evolutionary process where the state space itself is modified by reconstruction so that genuinely new structures are seen to evolve. For example, an important question from a linguistic point of view may be: how did recursion evolve? A high level answer that may be given at this point would claim that recursion evolves in the following stages. In stage one, there are systems with non-recursive rules defined over primitive objects. Primitive communication systems that map symbol to object like certain kinds of alarm call systems in animal communication possibly belong to this type. In the second stage, one finds the evolution of categories (groups of primitive objects). In the final stage, there are rules defined over categories. Once one evolves rules over categories, recursion would follow almost immediately. A cogent formulation of this general evolutionary sequence is an important problem for future work.

8. Part IV of this book deals with the conditions necessary for the emer-
gence of coherence. We see that for linguistic coherence to emerge, learning fidelity must be high. In general, for learning fidelity to be high, \( \mathcal{H} \) needs to be a highly restricted family (in our example model, the cardinality \( n \) must be low). So there is clearly some evolutionary pressure for \( \mathcal{H} \) to be a small set. Why, then, does not the set \( \mathcal{H} \) become smaller and smaller until it becomes a singleton set, consisting only of one language? In that case, \( \mathcal{H} \) would eventually consist of only one language eliminating the need for any learning or the possibility of any linguistic variation in the population. We have identified pressures that force \( \mathcal{H} \) to be small — both from learning-theoretic and evolutionary considerations. What are the pressures that force \( \mathcal{H} \) to be large? A plausible argument is that if \( \mathcal{H} \) consists of only one language, then the details of this language must be encoded in the genome sequence and would take up a lot of space. Therefore a large \( \mathcal{H} \) corresponds to smaller requirements on the genetic code and greater flexibility in some sense. Clarifying these issues in some quantitative way presents another important direction for future work.

9. We have discussed human language and its origins in some detail over the course of this book but the framework is applicable in general to the evolution of communication systems that are acquired by learning. In the context of the evolutionary origin of human language, relevant data seems to be difficult to come by. It may therefore be more profitable to explore some of the natural evolutionary questions in the context of animal communication where data may be more easily collected. One observes specialized communication systems in a large number of animal species. For example, there is the familiar bee dance which bees use to communicate a source of food to other bees in their hive. The dance follows a figure of eight and has three parameters: (i) the principal axis points towards the direction of food, (ii) the time taken to traverse the figure represents the distance to the source, (iii) the vigor of the dance represents the amount of food present. Can one provide a coherent account of how such a specialized communication system arose? Similarly, can one provide accounts of the evolution of songs in birds, or communicating signals in bats? These present significant challenges for the future.
14.2.1 Empirical Validation

While model construction allows us to get a sharper understanding of the questions and issues in language evolution, ultimately these models remain speculative unless they are used to engage empirical facts in a productive way. The empirical validation of these models remains an important ongoing direction of future work.

It needs to be properly understood that in a historical discipline like evolution, controlled experiments are difficult to design and so the kind of success one wishes for is not the sort that one sees in certain areas of physics or engineering. Rather, one hopes to get the sort of understanding that one obtains from mathematical models in evolutionary biology. One hopes that one will be able to separate plausible from implausible theories, sort out inconsistencies in reasoning, and generally obtain a deeper qualitative understanding of the phenomena. At the same time, it is worth noting that even in many areas of physics, numerical match to the data is difficult. Nevertheless quantitative models are developed and these play an important role in qualitative understanding. Various aspects of fluid mechanics and turbulence are a good example. It is impossible to predict the motion of a leaf on a stormy day — yet dynamical systems models of the general properties of fluid flow have been developed. Similarly, areas of cosmology, pattern formation (sand piles), soft condensed matter physics and so on present further examples.

As examples of concrete empirical phenomena that have been developed within the mathematical framework of this book, let us recall the case of French. We saw that there was a syntactic change leading to the loss of V2 and loss of pro-drop in the grammar of French. One may make models of this change under different assumptions: (a) speakers are bilingual and there is grammatical variation within each speaker (b) speakers are monolingual and the locus of variation is at the level of the population (c) there is linkage among the grammatical parameters so that they may not be treated as independent, i.e., the nature of the parameterization matters, and so on. Depending on the precise assumptions several different kinds of evolutionary models were explored in Chapters 6 and 10 in some detail. Most interestingly, we found that not all models were consistent with the historically observed trends. From this kind of analysis we were led to conclude that (i) V2 must have been lost before pro-drop was lost (ii) the loss of V2 was triggered by the increase in the frequency with which pronominal subjects were used. Both (i) and (ii) therefore count as predictions that are independently verifiable
by further data collection. Similar examples of syntactic and morphological change were provided for English (Chapter 9) and Portuguese (Chapter 7) respectively. We worked through different kinds of models for each of those cases. These models allowed us to check our intuitions about the forces that led to the change and to reason about the interplay between learning and change more generally.

Another example of an empirically motivated study was provided by the example of phonological change in the Wu dialect considered in Chapter 8. We saw that a phonological merger between a diphthong and a monophthong was attested in the Wu dialect of Wenzhou province. As a result, several pairs of rhyming words became homophonous. A number of questions could now be asked. What initiated the change? Why did the change go to completion? Under what conditions do we expect competing forms to coexist in the population? What is the possible effect on population dynamics of noise in the perception and production of speech?

In order to reason about these questions, we considered several different models for the acquisition of phonological form. We saw that if individuals treated phonological forms in a categorical way, then equilibrium states of the population corresponded to pure states where all members used the same form. In contrast, if individuals used both forms then equilibrium states were not pure and there was no tendency for language to change or for the change to go to completion. Thus different hypotheses about individual behavior were separated and these predictions about individual behavior may be empirically falsified. The bifurcations that arise in such models were seen as suitable constructs to account for the actuation problem.

In Chapter 11, we discussed a formulation of communicative efficiency that was based on the notion of information transfer from speaker to hearer. Using a variant of such a formulation, we saw that the lexicon of English was not optimally adapted to the perceptual limitations of humans. In particular, phonetic distinctions that are hard to make seem to bear great functional load. This provided an immediate empirical challenge to the notion that language evolves in the direction of greater communicative efficiency.

We hope that these examples provide a sense to the reader of how one may engage empirical facts. But this has been a largely theoretical book and much more remains to be done. Historical linguistics is filled with examples of language change and competing explanations that account for them. We provided some illustrative examples in Chapter 1 and empirically grounded studies need to be performed in large measure before the approach embodied in this book realizes its full potential.
CHAPTER 14. CONCLUSIONS

The empirical validation of models for the origin of language presents an even greater challenge. At the present moment in time, there is very little data that points directly to the different stages in the origin of human language from prelinguistic versions of it. However, there is much more data on other kinds of natural communication systems found in the animal world (see Hauser, 1997 for an account). Perhaps the most empirically fruitful direction of future work would be to sharpen the questions and models of evolutionary thinking by considering case studies of the origin of such communication systems. This presents an important direction of future work.

14.2.2 Connections to Other Disciplines

A central theme of this book is the relationship between local interactions at the individual level and global behavior at the population level. This theme arises in a number of different disciplines and obvious connections emerge.

We have noted at many points the analogies between evolution in linguistic populations and evolution in biological populations. Grammars, like genes, are formal and discrete. Unlike genetic evolution, however, grammars are transmitted from one generation to the next via learning. The evolutionary dynamics that result from this different transmission law has been the central concern of this book. Nevertheless, there are strong synergies between the methods and concerns of evolutionary biology and those of evolutionary linguistics. At some point in the future when the biological basis of grammars are understood, perhaps the two disciplines will be unified more deeply and it will make sense to study gene-grammar co-evolution in human populations.

Statistical physics has long concerned itself with deriving the characteristics of the ensemble from the statistics of individual particles. There is particular interest in the existence and nature of phase transitions and these phase transitions play an important role in describing the behavior of materials at different temperatures. We considered the analogies between language evolution systems and the Ising systems of statistical physics in Chapter 13. In the Ising model, each particle has a spin that takes one of two values. The particles are identified with the vertices of a graph and the connectivity of the graph determines how the particles interact. The temperature $T$ controls the strength of the interaction and one finds a phase transition in the equilibrium spin distribution as the temperature changes smoothly. Above a critical temperature $T_c$, in the high thermal noise regime, the only equilibrium distribution is one in which as many spins are up as down on average.
14.2. **FUTURE DIRECTIONS**

Below the critical temperature spontaneous spin alignment may occur.

This phase transition was analogous to the bifurcations we observed in the models of language evolution in Chapter 13. Linguistic agents were like particles, languages were like spins, and learning fidelity (quantified by the parameters \( a \) and \( k \)) was like temperature. A bifurcation led to the transition between incoherent regimes in which the only stable mode was the uniform mode to coherent regimes in which “alignment of languages” occurred so that a majority of the population spoke a shared language. In this book, we have analyzed the interplay between individual behavior and the ensemble by taking the continuum limit of individual agents, deriving non-linear dynamical systems and invoking the theory of bifurcations in non-linear dynamics. It is our strong intuition, that it is possible to pursue an alternative development using the techniques of percolation theory and statistical mechanics leading to the characterization of language change in terms of phase transitions. We leave this as a possibility for the future.

Linguistic behavior is grounded in our biology yet is closely linked to our cultural identity. Consequently, language evolution may also be viewed as a particular instantiation of cultural evolution. Indeed, many theories of cultural evolution (notably those of Cavalli-Sforza and Feldman) have taken this viewpoint. We considered the relationship between the Cavalli-Sforza theory and ours in Chapter 9. It is possible that some of the tools and techniques described here could also serve theories of cultural evolution in other domains. The evolution of music, writing, or games are particularly good examples since learning plays an important role in all three. However, the form that learning theory must take to best describe the transmission process in each of these domains is probably closer to teaching than to the kind of unconscious learning that takes place in language. More fundamental work will be needed to build on these connections profitably. The game-theoretic analysis of evolutionary processes implicit in Boyd and Richerson may also be used to model the evolution of language. It would be interesting to see the development of theories of language evolution in those terms.

Other areas of the social sciences with which synergies exist are economics and psychology. In economics, there is a long tradition of understanding the macroscopic behavior of economic systems from the behavior of individual economic agents. Examples such as social choice theory, welfare economics, and evolutionary economics spring to mind. A recent and unusual exploration of the interface between economics and linguistics may be found in Rubinstein (2000). Evolutionary thinking is beginning to play a role in psychology with the development of evolutionary psychology where one studies
the evolution of cognitive traits. Since language surely counts as an important cognitive trait, the study of language evolution embodied in this book may also be viewed as a contribution towards an understanding of the principles of evolutionary psychology in a concrete and empirically verifiable context.

There are many close ties to computer science and artificial intelligence. A grammar is a computational system and learning is an algorithmic process. The heart of our approach is therefore grounded in the techniques of computer science. This monograph may be viewed as a contribution to mathematical and computational linguistics, a legitimate sub-discipline of artificial intelligence. These connections are obvious and there is no need to elaborate on them any further. It is worthwhile, however, to discuss some other areas of artificial intelligence that have points of contact with the ideas in this book. The areas of artificial life and multi-agent systems deal with the behavior of groups of intelligent agents with a particular focus on emergent phenomena in those communities. This varies from market based models of computational economics (see Boutilier et al, 1997), herding and flocking behavior in robot communities (Mataric, 1998), and coordination in multi-agent systems (Shoham and Tennenholtz, 1997; Tohme and Sandholm, 1999). Part IV of this book focuses on emergent phenomena in a population of linguistic agents and the results there may also be viewed as a theoretical contribution towards artificial life. The artificial life approach to language evolution is most strongly represented in the work of Luc Steels.

14.3 A Concluding Thought

We have attempted here to provide an evolutionary perspective on language. How and why languages change, why they take the form they do, and how the structure, the acquisition, and the evolution of language are all interdependent.

In the understanding of social and natural phenomena, it is often the case that a historical perspective provides one with a deeper appreciation of why things are the way they are. In this context, it is worth recalling Dobzhansky's famous remark:

Nothing in biology makes sense except in the light of evolution.

(T. Dobzhansky)
14.3. A CONCLUDING THOUGHT

In the natural world, language and communication are grounded in the biology of living organisms. We hope that such an evolutionary perspective will provide a richer understanding of the fundamental nature of human language, and more generally of communication in human, animal, and machine.
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